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Instruction Sheet 
Use the template and instructions provided to create your very own member 

of the Towneley Hall Mouse family. In addition, learn how to transform a 
shoebox into a mouse-size Towneley Art Gallery too! 
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How to Make a Towneley Hall Mouse  
 
Follow the instructions below to discover 
which member of the Towneley Hall mouse 
family has been admiring the artwork after 
everyone has gone home.  
 
What you need; 

• Towneley Hall mouse template 
• Scissors 
• Pencil  
• Glue stick 
• Felt pens, colour pencils or crayons 
• Colour paper or card 
• Clothes pegs 

 
 
 
Instructions 
 

To make the mouse’s body 
1.      Cut out the shape marked ‘body’ from the 
template and colour in the thin stripes on the 
mouse’s t-shirt.  
 
We’ve coloured in alternate stripes with a red felt 
tip pen and left the remaining stripes white.  
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

What colour will you make your T-shirt stripes?  
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2. Next, cut out the 
shape on the template 
marked ‘trousers’.  
 
Draw around the template 
onto black card and cut 
out. (Alternatively use any 
colour card or paper you 
happen to have at home).  
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
3. Then add glue to the back of the ‘trouser’ shape and position on to the mouse’s 
‘body’, just below the stripey t-shirt. Leave the glue to dry. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

4. Fold along the dotted line 
on the mouse’s ‘body’ and add 
glue to the tab.  
 
Carefully form the ‘body’ into an 
open cone shape, secured in place 
by the gluey tab.  
 
We used a clothes peg to hold the 
paper together until the glue 
dried.   
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To make the mouse’s shoulders and arms 
 

5.  Cut out the pieces marked ‘left arm’ 
and ‘right arm’. Draw around both 
templates onto colour card or paper and 
cut out. (We’ve used orange card).  
 
6. Next, cut out the two template pieces 
called ‘t-shirt sleeves’ and colour in the 
stripes.  
 
 
 

 
 
7. Add glue to the back of one of the 
‘sleeve’ pieces and then press the ‘right 
arm’ into position. Repeat with the ‘left 
arm’.  
 
8. Add glue to mouse’s ‘body’ where 
you want to place the ‘shoulder/arm’ 
pieces. (Use clothes pegs to hold the 
paper in place until the glue dries). 
 
 
 
 
To make the mouse’s feet 

 
9. Cut out the ‘left and right foot’ 
templates. Then draw around the 
‘foot’ shapes onto colour card. (We 
used orange card).  
 
 
10. Using the ‘foot’ template as a 
guide, make a fold upwards at the 
‘heel’ to create a tab for glueing.  
 
 
 

 
11. Position one ‘foot’ either side of the ‘v’ shape at the bottom of each ‘trouser’ leg. 
Add glue to each tab and press each ‘foot’ into place, attached to the underside of each 
‘trouser’ leg. (Use clothes pegs to hold the paper in place until the glue is dry). 
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To make the mouse’s tail 
 
12. Cut out the mouse’s ‘tail’ piece from 
the template. Draw around the shape onto 
paper or card (we used orange card). 
 
13. Using the template as a guide, make 
a fold in the ‘tail’ to create a tab for glueing. 
 
 
 
 

 
14. Use scissors to make a slit at the 
back of the mouse’s ‘trousers’ along the 
seam from the bottom of the trouser 
leg upwards. (Make sure the tail tab will 
fit inside as pictured here on the left). 
 
15. Add glue to the ‘tail’ tab and 
insert through the slit at the back of the 
mouse. Secure the ‘tail’ in place using a 
clothes peg until the glue dries. 
 
 

 
 
To make the mouse’s head 
 
16. Cut out the ‘head’ template and 
draw around the shape on to card and cut 
out. (We used orange card).  
 
17. Cut out the ‘nose’ and ‘inner ear’ 
templates and draw around the shapes on 
to card and cut out. (We used pink card).  
 
18. Assemble the ‘inner ear’ and ‘nose’ 
and glue into position on to the mouse’s 
‘head’.  
 
19. To add the ‘eyes’ to the mouse’s ‘head’, we used a black felt tip pen to draw and 
colour in the shape. Alternatively, colour in the ‘eyes’ on the paper template and glue into 
place. 
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20. To complete the 
face, we used a felt pen to 
mark in the whiskers and 
eyebrows. 
 
21. And finally, add 
glue to the back of the 
mouse’s ‘head’ and press 
into position just above 
the shoulders.  
 
You can vary the position 
of the ‘head’ so that the 
mouse is looking straight 
ahead or up or down.  

 
 
 
 

You have now completed your Towneley Hall Mouse! 
 
 

___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

 
Pippa Pixley’s book, ’The Mice of Towneley Hall, is 
available free to read online at 
https://issuu.com/burnleygraphics/docs/gs_a_mouse_storybook___16761  
 
The paperback version is available to purchase from 
the shop at Towneley Hall during opening hours. (Visit 
the website  http://towneley.org.uk/ for the latest 
information). 
 

 
 

Towneley Hall is a wonderful place to visit, why not pick up a copy of our 
Mouse Trail and go on a hunt to spot the wooden mice hidden amongst the 
displays. Who knows… if you keep alert, you might even catch sight of the 

real mice! 
 

  

Activity design by Karen Vine   Photography by Darren Robinson Photography 
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How to transform a shoebox into a mouse-size 
Towneley Hall Art Gallery 

 
We’ve made a special three-dimensional model called a ‘diorama’ as a 

habitat for our mouse. We were inspired by the scene in the Art Gallery 
illustrated in Pippa Pixley’s book, ‘The Mice of Towneley Hall’. Which scene 

are you going to choose to make your model? 
 
 
You will need; 

• A sturdy cardboard box (such as an empty 
shoebox) 

• Paper or card (in assorted colours) 
• Pencil  
• Ruler  
• Scissors  
• Glue stick  
• Paint  
• Paint brush 
• Paint palette  
• Newspaper (to protect the table) 
• Felt tip pens 

 
 
Instructions  
Select a scene from Pippa’s book to recreate as a diorama. A few tips before you start;  
• We decided to stand our box on its shortest edge to make it look tall. This helped to 

create the illusion of height that we needed for our scene. The shortest edges became 
the ceiling and the floor, and the longest edges became the gallery walls. 

• For our design we found it easier to draw and paint on to paper cut to size, rather than 
work directly on to the inside of the box.  
 

Let’s begin… 
1. Start by measuring the base of the shoebox on the 
inside and transferring the dimensions to a piece of paper. 
Then cut out the paper to size. Check the paper fits and trim if 
needed.  
 
2. Consider extending your design to include the inner 
side panels of the shoebox. To do this measure the longest 
side and cut two pieces of paper to fit the dimensions. Do the 
same with the shortest side panels. 
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3. Lay all the pieces of paper on the table in front of you in the order they will appear in 
your scene. Now sketch out your design.  
 

4. Colour in your design using paint or alternatively use paper to collage and colour your 
scene.  
 

5. Once your scene has dried, glue all the pieces onto the inside walls of the box. (To 
complete our model, we added paper and paint to the outside of the box too). 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
You have now completed your 
Towneley Hall mouse-size  
Art Gallery diorama! 
 
 
 

  

Activity design by Karen Vine   Photography by Darren Robinson Photography 






